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FINLIGHT™
LED Us Enlighten You

Custom LED Lighting Solution for Your Needs

Why Choose

FINLIGHT™

VERSATILE PARTNER IN
LED LIGHTING FROM
FUNCTIONAL DESIGNS TO
HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS
Finlight Group Ltd. has been involved in the revolution of
LED lighting since 2009. We offer a wide range of
services and high-quality products. Our products are
mostly developed in Finland to ensure highest possible
quality, versatility and energy efficiency.

As a product and lighting
designer, we supply the products
that truly fulfills client needs.

You can choose the specific services you need from our wide
range of expertise. We offer lighting planning, products
according to customer requirements, lighting control
solutions and professional installation for the system through
our cooperation network. We are very well known to complete
our projects with proficiency.
In addition to all this, through us you
get certified products that meet all
required standards. We have
worldwide insurance against
unexpected damage to the
products so you don’t have to
worry about possible adversity.

Continuous product development
guarantees our customers the best
possible lighting solutions.

A Finnish company that helps
its customers to focus on their
core business.

We believe in long term partnership
and continous, mutual business
development instead of quick profit.

FINLIGHT™

LED Luminaire
Production Process

1. NEED
Client has a need with
lighting application

2. SOLUTION
We communicate with the client
and clarify their needs

AS A CUSTOMER-ORIENTED
ORGANIZATION, WE MEET THE
NEEDS OF OUR CUSTOMERS
We take pride in our customer oriented approach for every
single project. We gather initial data carefully when starting a
new project to make sure that the provided solution will
become as suited for the client as possible.
Our aim is to create long-term customer relations for the
mutual benefits. We want to know our client, so we can offer
them the best service possible. When client knows us, they
know that they will receive quality service with every project.
LED technology advances rapidly and so does our products.
Our R&D team makes sure that we only use the best components available in the LED market. The products are always
inspected by our highly skilled personnel before releasing
them to the market. We keep up with different trends to
make sure our product design pleases the eye and at the
same time ensures safe usage and heat conduction.

3. PROTOTYPE
We make the first prototype
and improve the product

4. CERTIFICATES
We apply for the required
certificates for the luminaire

5. PRODUCTION
Production starts!

REDUCE LIGHTING COSTS
BY IMPROVING WORK EFFICIENCY

LED lighting is a big factor improving port and terminal area safety.
For handling equipment operators LED lighting sources offers
improved perception of surrounding areas, reduced glare irritation and operator
fatigue in low light conditions.
In addition to all the operating benefits, LED lighting in ports and terminals has a
major impact on energy savings and reduced maintenance cost. The return of
investment can be realised in a relatively short timeframe by using Finlight™ LED lighting.

Read more about
port, crane and
terminal lighting!

CONTACT YOUR PROJECT PARTNER TODAY

LET US FIND THE OPTIMAL LIGHTING SOLUTION FOR YOUR NEEDS

Samuli Sainio
CEO

+358 40 039 2243
samuli@finlight.fi
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